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Problem 3.1 – Friedel oscillations in a spin-polarised Fermi gas (8 points)

The so-called pair correlation function G2(x1,x2) in a many-body system is defined
by the mean value

G2(x1,x2) = h †(x1) 
†(x2) (x2) (x1)i (3.1)

(1) If a Fermi gas is described by an expansion in modes uk(x), and is in a Fock state,
then you can prove that

ha†ka
†
lapaqi = nknl [�kq�lp � �kp�lq] (3.2)

This equation also holds for a mixture of Fock states as in thermal equilibrium in an
ideal Fermi gas, expect for the replacement of nknl by the product of mean occupation
numbers (Fermi-Dirac distribution).

(2) Specialize to a homogeneous system in three dimensions with uk(x) = exp(ik·
x)/

p
V , all spins pointing along the same direction, and find a formula for G2(x1,x2)

as an integral over the length of k. Use the Python script from the lecture web site
(or whatever else) to compute this integral numerically and make a plot as a function
of |x1 � x2|.

For “symmetry reasons” in this system, G2(x1,x2) can only depend on the distance |x1 � x2|. You
may therefore choose x2 = 0.

Problem 3.2 – Beam splitter (8 points)

Consider a beam splitter
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We use the notation a, b, c, and d for the mode operators of the quantized field.

(1) Justify the “input-output relations” between the “incident” fields a and b and
the “outgoing” fields c and d:

c = ⌧ a+ ⇢ b and d = ⌧ b� ⇢ a . (3.3)

What is the meaning of the constants ⌧ und ⇢?

(2) Show that |⇢|2 + |⌧ |2 = 1 must hold if we require that c and d satisfy the same
commutation rules as a and b. [2 Bonus points:] Does this rule depend on the
bosonic or fermionic character of the fields?

(3) Consider a state where one particle is incident from the left (in mode a): |ini =
a
†|0i. Argue that the probability amplitudes for transmission and reflection of

this particles are given by h0|c|ini and h0|d|ini and compute them. Compare to
the intensities Ic = hin|c†c|ini and Id.

(4) (Hong-Ou-Mandel interference) Consider a two-boson input state |twoi = a
†
b
†|0i

and show that under suitable conditions, the output contains either two bosons
in the mode c or two bosons in d – they are always “bunched” together. In prac-
tice, this happens only when the arrival times of the two bosons are precisely
equal. This is a way to measure a “correlation time” between two photons.

Note. Apparently, one has to cancel by destructive interference the output “one boson in mode
c, one boson in mode d”. To achieve this, a . . . 50 : 50 beam splitter is a natural solution!

Problem 3.3 – The beam splitter transformation (4 points)
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In this exercise, you are asked to check that the transformation (3.3) is actually the
result of a unitary map S that we call the “beam splitter map”:

S
†
aS = ⌧ a+ ⇢ b and S

†
bS = ⌧ b� ⇢ a . (3.4)

(1) If this is true, then property (2) of Problem 3.2 becomes trivial, no? Work out the
commutator between S

†
aS and S

†
bS and use that for a unitary map, SS† = S

†
S = 1.

(2) To construct S, a trick that is often successful goes via the “generator” J of
the map so that we have S = exp(i✓J) where ✓ is a real parameter. Show that S is
unitary when J is hermitean.

(3) For the beam splitter, we take J = ia†b� ib†a, define

S
†
aS = A(✓) and S

†
bSd = B(✓) (3.5)

and work out a differential equation for A(✓) and B(✓) by taking the derivative with
respect to ✓. J commutes with S, but J does not commute with a and therefore
. . . You get a linear system of differential equations with constant coefficients whose
solution is easy to find with cos and sin functions.

(4) [3 Bonus points] What transformation would you get with J = u a
†
b+ u

⇤
b
†
a,

with an fixed phase factor u = ei�?
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